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Ashmore Schedules
Summer Graduation

..IIII a:;;"I{. Tru lv

Cood Luck

ll11u:;;IlK"

The
final
Armstiong
Commencement
Exercise ..for
1974 is scheduled to take place
Friday,
August
9, at the
Savannah Civic Center.
Armstrong
President
Henry
Ashmore will award degrees in
ten categories to 85 graduates
of both two-year and four-year
programs of study at ASC.
The graduation
ceremony
will begin at 7:30 P.M. with a
formal entrance
procession of
faculty in full academic regalia,
followed by capped-and-gowned graduates.

asc

In
keeping
with
an
Armstrong policy implemented
three years ago, there will be
no official
·Commencement
speakers.

Immediately
following the
presentation
of diplomas,
faculty
and
graduates.
accompanied
by friends and
family, will have the option of
attending
a .cornrnencement
par ty
sponsored
by the
Armstrong
Alumni
Association,
also at the Civic
Center.
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ASC Women's Lib
NOW.
Organization

the
National
for Women. may
lOOn wm SGA
approval
to
become the newesl Armstrong
student organizatron.
Observation
that women
possess
only
t o k e n
representation
in student
pohtics and other areas of
campus endeavor
1 ed Dr.
Anne Hudson of the ASC Malh
Department
and Ms. Mary
Anglin. a former
Armstrong
student , to organize
NOW
planning sessions
last Spring
Quarter.
Cur re n t ly , the

BAM President
Resi!(ns
Marsha Sclucldcs
her rcsrgnution

as

unofficial
NOW membership is
drafting
an organization
constitution
for presentation
to the Student Government
in
the near future.
The ERA, already passed by
Congress
but
still -lacking
approval by three-fourts
of the
state
legislatures,
states:
"Equality
of rights under the
law shall
not be denied
or
abridged
by the United States
Or any state on account
of
sex." In connection with this
controversial
bill. Armstrong
NOW activists plan to assist in
a statewide
effort
to obtain
signatures
on ratification
petitions
to the Georgia State
Legislature.
With a floating membership
of around
2S persons at the

present
lime, NOW usually
meets on Wednesdays
in the
Sigma Kappa Sorority
Room.
NOW extends an invitation
to
both men and women of ASC
to attend these meetings
and
lend their support.

announced
President-

elect of the

Black American
Movement (BAM) f-riday evenmg. Mrs. Sclueldcs
gave per~onal reasons fur her dcparlure from the organrzauon. She
disclosed that she had handed
her resignation
in un Thursday.
According to a spokesman
for BAM. "Mrs. Marsha (Maishaj
Schicldcs has cormnitted
muluple violations
of the organicnion's constitution.
Therelure. the spokesman
s:..rid, "she
will not be sworn into office

this tall. .. she did not resign."
The alleged violations were
in respect to the ideals and
aims of BAM: the cultural en(Continued

on Page 10)
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Facelift Slated for Dump
The Old Student
Center,
currently a cramped and dingy
student haven, is scheduled to
undergo a bit of long-overdue
renovation in late August.
With construction
of the
ASC
bookstore
addition
complete,
returning
Fall
students
will
discover the
temporary
bookstore partitions
removed and the block walls of
the Center
painted in bright'
colors
and
bold geometric
designs.
The
St ud e n t
Center
remodeling
project
is the
brainchild of Dean Joe Buck of
Student
Affairs and Professor
Kenneth
McKinnell
of the
Armstrong Art Department.
With
Professor
McKinnell
providing
the interior design
and the artistic and technical
e x pe r t ise necessary
to this
project.
Dean
Buck
coordinating
the volunteer
services of the Student Affairs

De par tmem

staff
and ASC
students,
and the University
System picking up the tab for
necessary
pain t and supplies,
the
renovation
will
be
accomplished"
at
minimal
expense.
Art Instructor
McKinnell's
plans for the exposedwalls and
columns call for the execution
of a series of super-graphics
Jarge, eye-catching Ie lters and
numbers which may sometimes
spell out necessary signs and. at
other
places, form
random
patterns.
(Continued

on Page 10)
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and editorial opinion on this page by the usc ot by-lines and the.
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the article printed between the headline and the article. Any
article with a by-line expresses the opinion of the author and docs
not express that of the Inkwell. adrninist ration, faculty 0 r st uden t
body. Articles without by-lines express the opinion of t he majorit y

of the editorial staff

Thelnk'Well
Editor-In-Chief
Tom Puckett
Business ·Manager
_
David Lubs
Editorial Editor
Charlie Dennard
News Editor . .
. . Pat Wakim
Feature Editor
.. Carol Dixon
Sports Editor
. Ronny George
Arts Editor
.
. . . J 0 Banner
Photographers
. David Kohler, Richard Bunbury
Staff Writers.
. ...
David Brannen, Jo Banner,
Steve Bass, Becky Camp, Mickey Colbert, Michell
Hardy, David Kendrick, Barbara Lang, Bob Tatum,
Chris linthicum.
Ray Persons, T. C. Woo. Donna
Scott, Victor Story, Craig Chenevert, Foster Grant,
Arjuna, John Gillespie
Typists
Terry Kemp, Eloise Thompson
Advisors .
.
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The Inkwell is published
by and for the students
of
Armstrong State College. The views and opinions expressed in
the newspaper are those of the editors and do not necessarily
represent
those of the faculty and administration
of the
College or the University System of Georgia.
The Inkwell printed a Letter to The Editor last week. We
broke our standard
policy
of typed letters only being
accepted.
There occured a mistake to the effect that the
sentence in question shculd have read: Mr. Rousakis did not
talk to SEPCO officials. We are sorry this mistake occured', but
we 'are sure the writer will find mercy and forgiveness within
her for us.
Special Thanks this week to Bruce, Carol, Terri, and Ronny
for work above and beyond the whisper of duty.

We're Spending
Your Money
The Cultural Affairs
Committee is choosing
the films to be shown
at Armstron~for this
year. Please ~ive us
your suggestions,
Address your ideas to:
DAVID LUBS
c/o Inkwell,
Box 52, Campus Mail
CGive

us our money back"
is ~~~ a .Iif'lid sUf{KestionJ

N.O. W. Not Fake

Another Stab at Women's Lib
Since
many women at
Armstrong and throughout the
community
may have had
secon d thooghts about the
women's movement, I think it
only fair to comment on an
article
run recently in the
women's news section of the
Sunday issue of the Savannah
News-Press.
The article involved a report
on the "unbiased" opinion of
Mrs. Jewelle Taylor Gibbs, a
Stanford
University social
worker. Mrs. Gibbs claims that
women's
liberauomhs
have
not opened
the doors to
women's equality to any great
extent because they are "out
of phase with the average
middle-class woman ... are not
typical of women in the U.S ...
don't leave behind a husband,
children
and chores which
must be cared for in their
absence, when they go out to
make a speech."
In the first place, Mrs. Gibbs
does not show any evidence
that
she
derived
her
information
from any
authoritative study. therefore,
I can only assume that she is
voicing her own opinion based
on her own set of faulty
principles. In the second place,
I, and I am sure many other
readers
are stili wondering
what the "averqe, middle-chlss
woman" is. Mrs. Gibbs doesn't
bother to define that either.
Finally, Mr6. Gibbs. how do
you know that wben "women's
liberationists" go out to make
a speech
(since
it seems
obvious that they never do
anything else), they are not
leaving
behind a husband,
children, and household chores
that need to be taken care of,
,

·'·1"

or perhaps more importantly, a
business or any number of
careers that probably demand
the better port of their lives? If
they are indeed leaving behind
a husband (assuming of course
that the average middle-class
woman in the U.S. is married,
has children, and is a full-time
maid), could not their hosband
or else a kindly neighbor be
imposed upon for a little while
in order that the "housewife"
might go out and promote a
cause that will benefit many
people? Then too, how long
does it take the average,

middle-class woman to lake
care
of her
immediate
household duties' The
mtddle-cl a ss home CIII be
cleaned in 3 hours or less eYen
with the average. everday IOIp
opera on. Since there are eight
hours in the average work day,
that leaves about five hours for
the average,
middle-class
woman
to either
make
speeches or go out and listen to
them. Please don't say that
"housewives" clean up behind
every black heel mark that
strikes every five seconds, thus
(Continued on Paso 10)
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Second Front

New Cash for _
Old Books
This fall, Armstrong's
American
Chemical Society
plans
to
repeat
a
student- pleasing project of
previous quarters: operation of
a low-profit used bookstore.
Staffed by Chemical Society
volunteers and housed in the
audio-visual taperoom of the
Memorial Student Center. the
used bookstore will firsl open
for business during Summer
Exam Week. On August 7,8,
and 9. between the hours of 10
A.M. and 3 P.M., students
should bring any textbooks
they wish to sell to the
bookshop.
At the bookstore, a used
text is sold to its new owner
for 60 percent of its list price.
If a book sells. the original

owner receives 50 percent of
the list price, the ACS keeping
10 percen t for bookstore
operation expenses. If a text
does not sell. the original
owner may claim his property
by showing bookstore staff the
written
receipt given each
book-bringer.
Fall Quarter, the Chemical
Society Used Bookstore will be
open from 9 A.M. to noon on
Registration Days. September
19 and ZO_
Bookstore
hours will
lengthen with the beginning of
classes on the 23, 24, and 25.
On these days. books may be
brought in at no risk and
bought at a saving from 9 A.M.
till 2 in the afternoon.
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Pendexder, Strozier, Clarke
Purl
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it was waived?
PENDEXTER:
The
president knows
more about
the waiver than I do since he
was the one who heard the
chancellor's
voice over the
re l e p h o n e and
all
the
information
I've gotten
was
from him. I suspect that rather
than worrying
about
the
wisdom of such an action. you
might just as well turn to what
we're going to do from here
on. My understanding
is that it
will not again be waived, bu t

will

be required

SE"'z.

• y~~HAVE"

-4 H... WHIt ri.

INKWELL:
Dr. Pen dexter
do you have any response to
Dr. Ashmore's explanation
of
the waiving of the Rising J r.
Exam, (he purpose
of
waiving iI, and whether or not
it was valid in the reason why

pass it system-wide

..,rr

YO~f\ RI

hy fhaI'll'S n ennam

students

Page Three

to

before they
may graduate and thus it will
be allowed to accomplish it's
original purpose.
Perhaps,
I
could volunteer a little history
on this thing. I was in on it
from fairly early: one of the
vice chancellors
told me that
there has been considerable
planning in the chancellor's
office for a system-wide test of
the COTe c u r t i c u I u III I he
chancellor
came
into the
meeting of the testing body
one day and indicated what he
really wanted to know first of
all was whether the students
could
read
and
write.
Unfurtunately,
there had been
a number of complaints from
the employers and so on that
the University
System
had
been turning out a fairly large
number
of students
who
couldn't read and write, that is
they couldn't read instructions
and follow them.
and they
couldn't explain what they had
been doing in writing in any
Iashron
that
anyone
could
understand. At this point the
English Departments
got called
and a sub-comuunce
of the
English advisory
committees
was fo nned. Four of us or
five of us mel with Dr. Rentz
of the testing committee
and
haggled and locked horns until
we devised the Rising Jr. Test.
which we felt would determine
a minimum level of literacy for
a college student. This is not a
guarantee that our students are
going 'a be good at handling
the language. but it does test
whether they have achieved a
kind of minimum competence
in reading. I believe that Dr.
Rentz compared
our reading
lest to standardized
ones and
figured that this would test
students on about
the tenth
grade level. so that this at least
guarantees
t hat our rising
juniors are reading on the tenth
grade
level,
which
is a
substantial
advance
for the
University System.
INKWELL: Dr. Strotier, do

you have anything to add to
that in any way?
STROZIER:
Yes, I think
that is the very heart of the
problem,
is that low standard
right there. In other words we
are saying that we expect 10th
grade literacy of college juniors
and I think on the face that
it's absurd. In other words, if
we tailor our programs,
our
core
curriculum,
and our
English courses to achieve that
goal we can easily water; them
down for that purpose because
we
do
get
critized
and
evaluated
when people do not
get by at this point with that
degree of literacy so it might
be in some instances that the
courses
and
the programs
aren't
tailored
to that "level.
You see. I think that standard
is way too low. The person gets
a grade of 2 which on a scale of
J·4
is passing, most people
that I have talked to agree . .and
over the last 2 or 3 years, I
have talked to maybe IS or 20
- and that's admittedly
not a
large number,
they say it's
ridiculous to pass a person and
say this is a college junior at
this level and I still think that
this is true that we have a
10-15% failure rate in Ihe pace
that we are using there. What
that means is that we need to
do something
seriously with
our core curriculum and with
the training of our students. I
think it isan overall educational
problem,
in other words
if
we're getting people from high
school
whose literacy
is so
questionable
that when we get
them in college we can 'I do
any more with them in college
than toget them to 10th grade
level by the time they are a
junior.
that
is an overall
educational
problem and I
think
we're
being
rather
hypocritical
to pretend 'like it
isOK.
INKWELL:
In other 'words
you
are
in
favor
of
strengthening
the Rising Jr.
Exam and increasing the failure
rate.
STROll
ER:
I think
it
ought
to be made
more
meaningful
and I think it can
be if it went back to the
original
purpose of the test.
The original purpose of the test
was to measure both the effect
of the general curriculum and
also the reading and writing
skills,
therefore,
a person
should not be allowed to take
it until he has finished his first
2 years, 90 hours is it? and the
skills sequence. Then you can
measure what has happened to
him
intellectually
as well as
the writing skills. Then you can
say if we have this failure rate
you can say we are goin~ to
have to do something about u ,
we're goin~ to have to have a
department
head check more

carefully on their teachers we
are going to have to have a
general. not just English Dept.,
core curnculum.
If you ask a
pe rson
something
about
American
Government
on
their Rising Je. test and'they
draw a blank on it that might
tell you something
about the
Political Science
courses
or
something
about
Ame;ican
His.tory,
or some
general
subject that includes the core
curriculum.
ThaI's
all I'm
saying, I think the test was
?riginaIly designed as a good
Idea. ?ut we are compiling
s t at istics and being pleased
with
correlation
and
agreements between testers and
we are not really holding up
the standards like they ought
to be held up.
DR. PENDEXTER:
But we
are holding them up higher
than they used to be and it
seems to me that if you are
making progress, you are not
only saying we have not gone
far enough, but you say I am
very glad we are going as far as
we are going.
STROllER:
But we didn't
used to have any standards at
all.
CLARKE: We've been talking
about this now as if it were
s t r ic t l y in the
English
Department and in many ways
it is, My own position is that
reading and understanding
is
t he critical skill. I've been
frequently critized by students,
which I am used to, to the fact
t hat
my testing
procedures
we re unfair for the simple
reason that I always ask so
called,
improperly
called
su bje c t ive questions
which
really
means
a discursive
question, questions which call
for a student to organize his
own
answers.
A constant
complaint
I get is, students
come
to me and
say I
understand
what you are
talking about very well, I know
a lot more about this subject
than I can put down on paper.
My response to that is always
negative
in this sense, two
reasons:
I. If you cannot
convey what you have learned
you might just as well not have
leal ned it so far as the world's
rewarding of your attempts is
concerned and secondly I don't
believe it because there is a
close
correlation
between
language
skills
arid
understanding.
If you don't
have the language skills, you
cannot understand. So in a way
most
departments,
most
teachers chat are conscientious
in doing their job ill college are
in erred extensions of the English Department
- 1.,:0111 inually
practicing people in t he whole
business of organizing answers.
So I would like to see a
strenglhening,
and
j
am

HYCRE ...
f...tssED
SING

:::r Ij N'IDR_~,
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appalled that it tests only the
PENDEXTER:
I think the
fact that you can pass with a
composition is higher than the
10th grade reading knowledge
10th grade standard.
it's the
on the other hand I am not
reading test that is not. I think
surprised at it because I see the
we have been talking about this
caliber of the writing that is as as if it was an English
coming in.
Department problem and it is
INKWELL: Seeing that the
not
exclusively
an English
Board
of Regents
pushed
Department
problem.
All we
through
the waiving of the
can do in put t ing them through
exemptions
of individuals,
the freshman
sequence
is
whether
they
be 2 year
guarantee
that at the point
students or whether they are 4 they wrote the paper they were
year students
throughout the
writing on the college level. We
University
System, do you
cannot guarantee that they will
think that the way in which
not forget and so long as that
this waiving was done was
student can go through 45 of
justified?
his first: 60 hours and do no
S TROllER:
There Is no
writing at all, have nothing but
doubt
the Regents and the
multiple
choice
test, the
chancellor
have the authority
student ;is somehow going to
·to do this. so in that sense we
get the notion that the writing
can't be questioned. but there
is sort of a silly business that
is a question in my mind about
the' English Dept. demands and
the wisdom of doing 'that for
we don't have to do it after we
the simple reason that we, the
ge t au t of the
English
teachers, and the educational
Depart rnent.
The
result is
institution
are responsible to
that they ignore composition.
the public
for literacy and
STROllER:
In some
educational
competence and it instances they don't have to do
is upon our shoulders that the
it ou t side of the English
blame lies. The criticism comes
Department.
directly,
what are you doing
PENDEXTER:
Until the
out there at the college -letting
De par t rne n t s , outside
of
these people who can't read
English, require that students
and write get out of the school.
explain why the students gave
Now it is easy for us to say
the answer, until the student is
that is what the Regents did
required in every course to
and that is what the chancellor
organize
material,
and to
did. Who would believe that in articulate
it clearly
and
a sense. you see, even though
correctly, we will continue to
that happens. I believe that in
turn out muddy thinking and
decisions of that sort, while
muddy writing, too. When J
[hey do have a right to do it, I was an undergraduate,
as a
think it is unwise to do it . chemistry major, J was asked as
because we are creating a kind
a final examination question to
of graduate, that goes out and
discuss
the chemical
and
represents us negatively.
(Continued on Pap 4)
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"Rising Irs. Reading 10th Grade Level"
---Pendexder

FromPaae 3

physical
properties of the
halogens,
comparing and
contrasting. Now this meant
that I had to organize all I
knew about four elements. It
means that I had to remember
the chemical
and physical
properties
of each one .
compare and contrast them
and organize that whole into a
coherent and correct piece of
writing and my chemistry
professors would flunk the
daylights out of anybody that
couldn't
write
a good
paragraph. The result is that I
came out of college with a
reinforced
knowledge
of
composition. Our students do
not get that, by in large, in the
other departments they are still
answering Mickey Mouse guess
the - wrong answer questions,
and until they are required to
organize and write in other
departments, we are going to
have failure on the Rising Jr.
Exam.
INKWELL: What you are
doing' now, is raising students
that have elementary or junior
high grammerical educational
up to the 10th grade level by
the time they complete their
college level English courses?
STROZIER: That might be
so, another aspect of this is
that if all they have to do is
reach a 10th grade level, this
tends to affect the teaching in
the classroom, in other words
you say what's the point - all
we're training them for is to
pass that test anyway.
PENDEXTER:
We now
have a floor under it, that's
better than having no floor at
all. We have a lot of students
who are way, way above that,
but we now have a floor and
the time will come when we
get to raise that floor.
CLARKE: I think one of the
problems, goes back to this
business of the literary skills
being the key skills, you have
that you can pick up a
textbook of mathematics and
read it. I have found that in
many of the less qualified
students at the freshman and
sophomore
level, they are
simply unable to read the
textbook, the language is too
complex
for them, the
vocabulary is too complex for
them. They cannot understand
my lectures and explanation of
textbook because the simple
vocabulary is too complex. I
think
and agree with Dr.
Pendexter that it is a shame
and people in those other
departments administer those
true and false tests and
multiple choice tests.
,
INKWELL: You've got a
test that brings you up to a
10th grade level in literacy. Do
you think the test should
remain the same until the
caliber of students coming out
of hiBh school improves or
whelber thil tell should be
raised to a hJalter leva? In

students in writing you are
applying pressure and every
school in the system is feeling
the pressure.
People
are
scrabbling to see the results
and see how they are coming
out.
_
INKWELL:
Is this 30%
coming
from less capable
colleges from around the state?
PENDEXTER: The range is
quite wide. We have as few as
10% failing on some campuses
and as many as 85% failing on
others. So that some colleges
are feeling more pressure than
others.
INKWELL: For the people
who pass the RJ Exam, can
you give me a percentage of
those who score a minimum of
2 to pass?
STROZI ER: By far the
great majority.

other words raise the standards
higher and raise the failure
rate?
PENDEXTER:
Well let's
face political reality, if you
start throwing all the students
out you won't
have a
university system.
Well, this test is the first
step in a campaign, Georgia is
looking forward to turning out
qualified graduates. We have
now set a floor under reading
ability and a somewhat higher
floor under writing ability.
There is not much question
that somewhere in the not too
distant future we're going to
raise the floor.
INKWELL: Now you have
to depend on the change in
student's ability, you're saying
you are going to raise the test a
little bit higher, but what will

NOTICE

TO ALL STUDENTS

ENTERING

THIS FALL

The final scheduled date for diagnostic testing
will be Thursday,
September 5th, 1974.
Choose one of the times listed
ENGLISH

MATH

compensate for the students
inability? He is going to have to
acquire more knowledge where is he going to get it
from?
STROZIER: The point [ am
making is when your standards
are quite as low as ours - as the
systems are, that doesn't
challenge the student and it
doesn't challenge the teacher
to teach the student better. It
encourages lower standards in
the classroom
and lower
standards among the students.
I think that while we have the
floor, and it certainly is better
to have some control that we
didn't have, I do think the
standsrds we used were too
low of a floor. I think what
we've got is a thing that can
backfire on us. I think that
they are low enough that there
will be no reason for pressure
to be applied
in college
courses, in the COrecurriculum
as well as in the English
de partment. No pressure is
applied in highschool to make
the graduates more competent
because tbe standards are low,
and I don't think we are gOing
to get better students simply
because there is no reason to
get better students.
P ENDEXTER: When you
are ,n"n,k,i!'l! ,aQ'l1j ,!f: tf1~"

221, [ would say that they
would be -closer to D and a D
in my mind is barely passing.
Most of the 2's that I give, I
don't feel like would have been
C level courses. Most of us in
the depsrtment would agree.
Ji~KWELL: How would you
feel if they set up a system
where a professor would take
stodents from a 121 level all
the way through the 221 level?
PENDEXTER: I think the
student needs the variety of
professors.
INKWELL: Is that fair for a
teacher to indoc trinate a
student with a certain way of
writing and then when he gets
in to another class and the
teacher may say he's a good
writer and I'll overlook that
comma splice and tben they
get into your class and you say

below

prior

to Fall Quarter

1974

for each exam.

.9:00 or 10:30 A.M.
Room 114 of Gamble

Hall

9:00 or 10:30 A.M.
or 7:30 P.M. in
Room 207 of Science Hall

PENDEXTER: A score of I
is failing, 2 is passing, 3 is
pretty good, and 4, well, we
were very proud of ourselves we had 4 people during last
year who got 4's which is
something like 20% of the 4's
given system-wide.
INKWELL: Well what I'm
saying is, if 70% of the people
passed it with a 2 that would
indicate that they got by it
with the skin of their teeth.
STROZIER: In my mind, a
2 is like a CoD.
.
INKWELL:
Would a 2
reflect on the incompetency of
the English Depsrtment as far
as college
level work is
concerned? What as teachers
do you think your students
should come out of college
composition With, should they
be able to write a 2 or 3 or 4
composition paper?
PENDEXTER: I would like
to see some distribution but I
would not object to passing
most of the 2's we've gotten.
STROZIER:
I would
disagree with the Dr.. en that
slightly to this extent, I think I
would feel very uncomfortable
in most of the 2's that I have
given. I would say" that they
would be like maybe D level
more than C level. Somewhere
,",on,&that 'l"q,IWc<\ 121, t22,

that's the fourth comma splice
so that's an F paper.
STROZIER: I think that if
a student goes through a class
and one teacher does not count
the
automatic
errors
as
strenuously as others, I think
that teacher is not doing his
job if he doean't tell the
stu de nt, "now look, in my
judgement this is not well
written, well organized theme
and you do have 3 comma
splices and I'm not going to fail
you on that but another
teacher might". If the teacher
doesn't tell the student that he
is doing his job.
INKWELL: Should he leam
that principle while he is in the
fIrSt class?
STROZIER: I think part of
the
who lee due a tional
experience is to adjust to the
different approaches, different
techniques,
and different
thought processes.
INKWELL: Do you believe
in teacher accountability
in
any way?
PENDEXTER: Db, we get it
much more immediately. If a
student comes into my 122
and is committing automatic
'F' errors, I say well now Bob,
how did this student get out of
your I21 claWl HIs answer is
llSllally, "He didn't do thls.lll$l..

quarter." Then I have to go
hack and heat the student over
the head again.
INKWELL: What if we had
a system whereby a student
ha d t he same professor
throughout
his English
curriculum?
STROZIER:
That would
prevent accountability in my
mind because
that would
perpetuate it. I could say the
student will have no other
teacher than I; so I can do
what [ want to.
CLARK: Now let me ask
you something, are you now
playing the devil's advocate for
the students
who are in
criticism of the program?
INKWELL: I'm trying to
bring out a point. We have the
Rising Junior Exam; and I'm
wondering should it be raised
to
a higher
level of
competency?
PENDEXTER: I'm in no
rush about that.
'INKWELL: But you say it
should be raised and you say
the students should come out
with abou t a tenth grade
profICiency in reading and a
little
better
in writing correct?
STROZIER: Right.
INKWELL: Alright, so whst
I'm saying is wbere is the buck
passed to? Is it passed to the
high
school
educational
system? Is it passed to the
student, or is it passed to the
teacher? And how do you
make the system accountable?
PENDEXTER: We will stop
the buck right here,
INKWELL:
Would
accountability come into play
then?
PENDEXTER:
In other
words, we took them; it's our
job to do something with
them.
If it means that
sometimes we have to keep
them longer than they like to
be kept, alright. But, we are
responsible for seeing to it that
wben they pass our courses
they are competent. And if we
pass them, we've got the papers
to prove that at the point they
passed us they were writing
creditably. Now they may lose
it. But we can produce the

papers.
INKWELL: Just to sum it
up, you are saying that right
now the Rising Junior Exam
should stay as it is. That there
should be no major chanll's
made in it in the near future.
STROZIER:
That's what
Dr, Pendexter says.
INKWELL: What you say is
tbese levels should be raised
higher.
STROZIER:
I think it
should be lifted some because
it would apply the proper
pressure on the teacher in the
classroom to insure thet the
student is more competent,
and would have the spllIaae
effect downward. If [ create4
,. , ~~7)
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Great Awakenings
by T. K. Wallace
The importance of old sayings is that they are trt d d
'F
e an true to
theusers purpose. or example, the old saying "V
. k
vou can
can pi
oick your nose but you ' c ou
your frinen ds an d you
't can
. k pIC
, d'
.. .
I bI h"'
an pic your
fnen s nose. IS a va ua e tnt on personal relations with
anyooe.
Other unique old sayings such as, "You can't
t th
f
"h
be
'I
d'
.
ge
ere rom
here. ave en ~nce ess irectional aids to anyone who has
beenlost for a while. Many less popular old sayin h
be
"I y bee pe d upon 1'11'
gs ave t' en
unlaIr
enate b ozos without a seconds
"Garbagemen WIith 0 Id soc k s are like
. a porcupine with
no kIce.
.
.,
th," .....,- t
fd
ibbl
a
cor
m
II S moo . ~IWI ype 0
n e has no practicle use.
However,If you tend to be easily confused by old sayings go
andfind and old person, then ask him/her the meaning If
.
the
Id
. ,
. you
receIVe ano r 0 saymg m return don't be surprised An
Id
'bih
be
.
yo
saympw c cannot
answered by old people are probably not
Intendedto have any true value, but if you really need to have
themdeciphered, send these nefarious little tricksters to "RICO
ELROD,c/o The Inkwell, A.S.C.

,
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Interview •••

QUOle

From Pa...
the impressionthat I think that
all the .tudents we got are high
"'hool incompetent that is an

erroneous impression.

I'm

saying of those that we get
whoIre not prepared Ithink if
we raised the standards at the
junior1e.. 1the pressure would
be more upon the English
r.culty and the general
curriculum to see to it that
those.tudents have these skill.,
andI think that it would .pill
back down to the high schools,
and they would be somewhat

more anxiou s about

their

studentsbeing competent. It i.
• matter of degree. Maybe I'm
overanxiousabout getting It up
andimproving it quicker, and I
wouldIdmit to that. Bu tl ju.t
reelwe Ire not. now at a point
where we wou Id damage
anybody if we required higher
standards than we've got. I
thinkwe are damaging with the
p.... nt low .tandards.
INKWELL: Do you have
.nything you would like to say
Dr. Clark?
CLARKE: Well, I'm kind of
limited in the generalization. I
can make because [ never see
the.. papers. I will generally

---,"I.unCh-tinre in Old Student Center"

--::-

Questions and Comments

of the Week

by T. K. Wallace
This column
has been
placed, before your ponderous
facilities for the purpose of the
real advancement of the world
around you. If any student,
instructor,
or employee of
A.S.C.
has a question,
comment, or snide remark to
make public please submit it to
any Inkwell staff member with
"In 1930, there were thought
instructions to be given to me.
to be 40,000 tigers in the
Barring any illegal comments
Indian subcontinent ... today
your entries will be tended to
the optimistic
observers
with all due speed, thank you,
indicate less than 5,000 left
T. K. Wallace.
alive."
Question: Does the A.S. C.
administration realize that the
Arjan Singh, Au thor of Tiger Haven
algee collecting fountain does
not emit enough culture to
class and say that he must cover the cost of its operation?
subscribe to the principle that I
satisfy the English 99 'people If you think they don't, tell
certainly would not like to see
before you wnl give him his them so. If you think they do,
the qualifying test lowered in
grade. You can hold up an ask them why.
any way.
I think,
quite
upper division student's grade
lis it necessary to operate
poaaibly, they could be raised.
until
the student
has the M.e.C. and Gamble air
I say that on the basis of the
demonstrated
competence
conditioning
unit at a
quality of the written work the
because Bill Stokes has done it. temperature so low that it is
.tudenll
will sometime. tum
.. Dr. Davenport has done it in more pleasurable to sit outside.
into me in the upper division
Biology, and we have done it in Are either of these problems in
cou ues
who have already
English.
keeping with the energy crisis?
pasaed the Rising Junior Exam,
How many quieted peace
'CLARKE:
I
have,
done
it
I say it should not be lowered.
elsewhere than here, and I freaks in the country realize
PENDIlXTER: May I add
suppose I should do it more. [ that the United Slates still has
that you have the privnedl!" of
just hate to be known as the a total military obligation to
giving a student in the upper
the people of South Viet Nam?
meanest man in the world.
division an incomplete in that

ClearlyArmstrong's Choice!
George Busbee

lor -Governor
Be A Busbee Backer
PaId for by ArmotnInI

Committee

to elect

George Buabee

Governor

COMMENTS: The streaking
events of this past winter drew
more people on campus thant
for any single outdoor event to
date.
The radical left political
group (or whatever Time is
calling it now) has started a
rumor that the second American
Revolution will begin July 4,
1976. This rumor makes one
wonder if a new Declaration of
Independence will be issued, or
whether the gripes on the
original are still current enough
for it to be used again. Check it
out and see for yourself.
Students living away from
home are. in many cases,
eligible for Welfare and Food
Stamp programs. See or call
your state welfare office today.
SNIDE REMARKS: The
Federal Bureau of Investigation
reports that from December
31, 1972 to December 3[,
1973 over 400,000 people in
the United States of America
were arrested and charged with
possession of Marijauana.
All space and time devoted
to Human Sexual Relations
class by the concerned staff
personnel was voided due to
(Continued on Pale 10)
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The Tender Trap

u

\
"The Tender Trap"

Special 1(1Inkwell
The road to good institution is paved like hell; such seems to
be Max Sculman's
conclusion
concerning
matrimony
in The
Tender Trap, the third and final offering in the Armstrong
Musquer's Summer Theater '74. The fear of loneliness, of sterile
middle age, of the neinous state on non-wedlock
love is here dose
beneath the conk surface; for all their blitheness, a certain sexual
despair motivates
the characters in this play, in their frantic
pursuit of the Great American Marriage.
The Tender Trap is a period peke. the period of the fifties: as
such, it reflects the social concepts and attitudes ,current when it
was written.
It is, among other things, a showcase of mille
chauvinism; this last, judging from the audience's reactions to
certain lines and scenes, particularly grated on the sensibilities of
more liberated
patrons. Two examples will suffice; "A woman
isn't really fulfilled until shes married and has children" (this
from the vivacious twenty-two year old Julie), and the scene in
Act II in which Sylvia, a beautiful, intelligent
violinist playing
under Toscanini
in the NBC Symphony
Orchestra. becomes
coffee maid to two newspaper reading males. It is this same
fabulous Sylvia that's
the big loser at the end of the play's
frenetic game of musical weddings. Masquer's
director John
still apprehensive. "There isn't
Schower is committed
10 producing
plays from the entire
time,"
he insisted. "We will
spectrum of the theater; however distasteful.
The TC!IJJerTrap
have to give Prunella to the
serves usefully to remind us of the way we were.
dragon."
Several newcomers
to the ASC stage are featured in The
Princess Ms. Prunella
had
Tender
Trap.
Mark
Newkirk
plays Charlie Reader. 'he play's
come to this business meeting.
protagonist. a makeout
artist non-panel. a man who makes "no
because she enjoyed minding
promises, no offers of any kind" to any woman; in other words, a
her own business, and this was
"stinker".Mr. Newkirkshows
gratifying signs of strain at constantly
certainly her business.
projecting the image of the strutting stud. Laurie Raskin appears
"Ridiculous,"
she scoffed
as Julie Gillis, the "cast iron" little girl who snares Charl,e: Ms.
upon
hearing
the
king's
Raskin is alternately
"terrifying"
and vulnerable as this vel)'
decision. "Dragons cannot tell
determined but sometimesgracelessyoung
vamp. Janis Odum and
the
difference
between
Heidi Golden as Poppy Matsun (a Canadian whitefish nul) and
p r i n cesses
and
ordinary
Jessica Collins, (a Southern cheese nut), two ofCh.lie's
amorous
people. That dragon just wants
everyone
to think he's tough.
conquests, run in and out through the play. earning several
"But, you must go," King
well-deserved laughts. The show-stopper,
however, is Ridlard
Wolfgang
reminded
his
Bunbury as Earl Lindquist, an irrational, hyperactive chemist.
daughter,
"He's made a very
If one menIally amalgamates the face and figure of Ihe late Joe
Flynn with the verbal finesse of Daffy Duck, one has a rough idea
convincing
case
for
his
of Mr. Sunbury's performance.Catch
his entrance from the terrace
toughness,
and otherwise he'll
screaming, "There's a dead fish out there!"
burn our kingdom."
"You're
quite right (??)"
Three Masquer's
regulars turn in fine perfonnances.
Dan
friend, Joe MLofall, is quite
agreed Prunella, (although she Baisden as Charlie's marriage-shucking
funny in his well timed, offhand delivery. In a walkon cameo.
was really noting how stupid
was the king.) After leaving the Billy Nelson is the picture of a beat musician of the fifties. Sol
Schwartz. The play's most solid performance
is turned in by Liz
council
chamber, she Sluffed
the largest and gaudiest of her Killorin as the luckless, aesthetic Sylvia Crewes: the subtlety and
~aturalness of her work is a joy to behond, The play's finest
state robes with straw and
moment, the scene hetween Joe and Sylvia at the. end of Act II. is
hundred pounds of gunpowder.
Upon arriving at the dragon's
played by Mr. Baisden and Miss Killorin with admirable grace and
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)

Princess Ms. Prunella
by Carol Dixon
When Princess Ms. Prunella.

was

born. the Kingdom

of

C h auve
marveled
at her
exquisite beauty. All the King's
subjects
praised her for her
royal
grace
and feminine
dignity.
Two
of
her

go dmothers,
witches,

who were also

blessed her with those

"gifts" considered proper for a
princess.
The third witch,
howeve r , blessed her with
common sense.
"Common Sense!" bellowed
King
Wolfgang.
"That's
outrageous!
Whoever heard
a" princess
with
common
sense?"
The king promptly
exiled the third witch from the
kingdom.
(In those days, a
princess was only supposed to
decorate
the grand ballroom
during grand balls, and at all

of

other

times, smile sweetly.

keep her mouth shut, and
helpless or distressed.)
"After
all,"
the
declared self-righteously,
Prunella needs is charm'"
Nevertheless,
when
Prunella was twenty-one,

look
king
"All
:

Ms.

(that

was the legal age then), King
Wolfgang made a fascinating
discovery
which made him
reverse his opinion.
Recently a depression had
hit the kingdom.
It had been
brought on by a panic that had
swept the area when a dragon
moved into the neighborhood.
The dragon did not have a
license to live in Chauve. and
none of the Chauvinists were
brave enough to call it to his
attention.
Naturally,
he had
travelled far and wide without,
until now. meeting any towns
untouched
by dragons;
therefore,
his first objective
was to devour everything. He
soon became bored, however,
and sent a message to the king.
I n the message the dragon
demanded that the King give
him a Princess to devour or
else, he would "breathe out my
fiery breath and destroy the
kingdom."
Frantically,
the king
appealed to the councellors for
advice. Their decision was to
allow a knight
to slay the
dragon. The king however was

a

Mary Hitt Is First

Because You Put Her First
The recent Darden Research Poll
published in the Atlanta Constitution
showed Mary Hitt running first in the
Lt. Governor's race.

Mar!l Hitt 'or Lt. Governor
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AST

Smash Success
WelL John Suchower did it
again.
Armstrong's
second
summer theatre has to he the
best thing to happen to the
Coastal
Empire
since the
Savannah Civic Center opened.
Promising
thespians
from
schools
throughout
Georgia
worked twelve hour days to
perform three shows that had
thea tre-goers
literally
falling
out of their seats laughing.
The season opened with a
musical
comedy
farce that
managed
to stimulate
every
funny bone in my body. Every
cliche ever used on the stage

was present,
hammed
farcical

and the actors

it up
script

just as the
required.

"Dames at Sea" will long he

"Dames at Sea"

remembered
as the most
ambitious
undertaking
of
A rmstrong
Summer
Theatre.
Costume and set changes were
frequent and quick. The new
lighting system
installed just
prior to "Dames"
allowed for
lighting effects
never before
seen
in Jenkins
Hall. Ken
McKinnell outdid even himself
on the set. Wesley Usher and
Josephy Mydell's choreography
could
have
been right off
Broadway.
The three-piece
combo was the best I've seen in
a long
while;
and most
important of all: the show was a
complete success.
"Six Rms Riv Vu" was the
second show of the season.
Trying to follow a show like
"Dames at Sea" wasn't easy,
but
AST overcame
all the

"/JcJ\\'"

..t ~.'..J •

I

As much as I enjoyed
the
three summer shows I'll be
happy when the educational
season
starts again in fall
quarter.
The
first
show,
«Medea",
may have some
interesting costumes if rumors
are correct.
Joseph
Mydell
Armstrong's
new director, has
some plans for next year that
sound like we may have a
variety of theatre to choose
from.
In conclusion, I would like
to thank all those who made
AST
possible. Many
people
gave more than their share of
lime and effort. All of you
who went to see the shows will
agree, I'm sure, that Summer
Theatre is here to stay.
'
I'm sure that everyone
who
saw anyone or aU of the plays
will
join
together
in a
resounding
"Encore!" You
were aU wonderful!
Thanks -Ed.

tnaet:

··T('lu}(·r.
I , • , •• ,

obstacles
to perform
their
second hit of the season. The
modern comedy had been on
television recently, but many
of those who came to see
Armstrong's
uncensored
version claimed to have liked
ours be tter.
"The Tender Trap", which
runs through August 3, is the
season finale. If you haven't
gotten around toseeing it yet J
recommend that you get your
tickets
now since time is
running out.
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Classified Ads

1

THERE IS FREE SPACE AVAILABLE TO ANY STUDENT OF
ARMSTRONG FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADVERTISING. ALL
WE ASK IS THAT YOU USE IT WISE!.!:..
._

avaitablel. Call Bud Avila at
232·0979.
This paper is being held for
ransom. Unless we receive ten
thousand lime lollipops we will
come out in the fall. No used
lollipops accepted.
Photographers, sports reporters, and -helpers needed this
fall.Please help us meet the
deadlines..

Ray Persons tutors English
in Room 105 of Gamble Hall
Monday
through
Friday,
11 :00-12:00, also 1:00-2:00
on Monday. Wednesday and
Friday.
Need rider to drive up to
Washington, D.C. area after
s u m mer quarter.
Call
354-8918.
Handsome SGA President
crushed by not receiving
any reply to his ad last week.
Wake Up! You don't know
what you are missing. Answers
to Box 53, Campus Mail.

For Sale: 1 black Mercian
professional 10 speed racer
$225.00. Contact Steven Rahal
anytime 354-1099.

was

What's it like being trapped
in an elevator? I'm curious.
Responses to Box 52 in the
campus mail.

Pass Math This Summer!
$5.00 per hour (group rates

Facelift ..•

BAM· ....

,I ./
'"O",p".~.,)..
.

11'/

•

From Page 2
making
housewifery
a
twenty-fouT job, because there
are
any
n u mbe r 0f
ubousewives'" who spend hours
window shopping.
In LWclusion. I can only
sa y t hat
if women's
Iiberationists have not opened
the doors to equal rights for
the average women to any
great extent, it is because those
women haven't bothered to
take the time to listen and
respond to any great extent.

Qllpstio".~...
From Page 7
the lack of student interest.
Keep it up folks, if you run
backwards fast enough you will
get to see the sexual revolu tion
come by again when you are
too old to participate!

From Page I

Iightment and unification of all
students of ASe. The spokesman further stated that in a
BAM meeting this fall. the
motion to release the specific
constitutional violations would
be considered.

I. Faculty
and staff
members
- Faculty, staff
members and regular workers
at Armstrong may obtain free
copies of the bulletin from
_ Dean Propst's office.

2. (",rently
enrolled
students who entered prior to
Su mme r 1974 - These'
students
may purchase
a
catalog from the bookstore for
a price of $1.00 (This includes
the three cents sales tax),
Students who do not wish to
purchase a 1974-75 catalog
may read copies which are
available in tite Lane Library.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7

8:30 A.M. - Classes which meet at 9:40 A.M.
12 Noon - Classes which meet at I: 10 P.M.
3:00 P.M. - Classes which meet al10:50 PM.
FRIDAY. AUGUST 9
8:30 A.M. - Classes which meet at 4:40 P.M.
I 2 Noon - Classes which meet at 2: 20 P.M.

TIJESDAY, AUGUST 6

4. Prospective students and
educational
agencies
~
Catalogs will bc made available
at no charge to prospective
students
and educational
agencies and other institu tions
in the Southern Association.
These
catalogs
will be
distributed by the Office of the
Registrar.

THE BODY ...

NATURALL

k:

6:00 P.M.- Classes which meet at 6:00 P.M.
on Monday and Wednesday

Laboratory and Physcial Education activity course examinations will be given at the last regularly
scheduled class period prior to the day the regular examinations are scheduled.

EXAMINATIONS WILL BE HELD IN REGULARLY SCHEDULED CLASSROOMS. FINAL
EXAMINATIONS MAY. BE GIVEN ONLY AT THE STATED TIMES, EXCEPT FOR
EXAMINATIONS FOR $NIORS IN THE FINAL QUARTER OF ATIENDANCE.

Tender Trap...
From Page 8

DANCE

- Memorial C:olle~e
Y

CENTEO
LOTIONS.
ESSENTlAL:-J OLS
AND GL YCERIN SOAP

We cheerfully

EVENING CLASSES
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7

6:00 P.M. - Classes which meet at 6:00 P.M.
on Tuesday and Thursday

3. New students, freshmen
and transfers - New students
who are matriculating
at
Armstrong for the first time
beginning
in the Summer
Quarter 1974 are entitled to
one free copy of this bulletin.
These may be obtained at the
Office of the Registrar.
Students obtaining free copies
will be expected to sign an
accounting ledger.

~-1JJ'tt01tS& POrION'S
FOR

THURSDAY. AUGUST 8

8:30 A.M.-Gasses which meet at 8:30 A.M.
12 Noon - Classes which meet at 12:00 Noon
3:00 P.M. - Classcs which meet at 3:30 P.M.

9 P.M.-l A.M.

EVERYTHING

Utl...

A student who is scheduled for three final examinations in one day may change the date of the
examination of his choice, He must present a request in writing to the instructor involved. If one
of the three examinations is a laboratory examination, his choice will be limited to the two
non-laboratory examinations.

Catalogs Costs
Catalogs will be distribo ted
in this manner:

Prill

Or, like you, Mrs. Gibbs, they
If'
have already
decided that
nothing to anyone's advantage
From Page 8
is being done.
and have
con I rib u led
a lot
0f
opinionated generaliz~tions t~ cave, she yelled, "I'm here;
prove it. Of course, If one IS now you can have breakfast."
The dragon, who did not see
"lucky" enough to have a
very
well, came blinking and
family, one is committed to
their cause first ; however, one peering out of the darkness
must always remember that (thanks to SEPCO). Hearing
there arc a lot of other people Prunella's voice and seeing the
who have some cause that is. flashy royal robe, he opened
wide. As the
just as important to fulfill. In his mouth
.
gun
power
in
the
robe met the
any case, Mrs. Gibbs can keep
flames
inside
the
dragon,
there
her bologna to herself because
her husband, household, and was a hugh explosion. Prunella
children are not going to keep casually dusted herself off and
her from doing her social work called two servants to clean up.
Upon returning to the palace,
a ny more than my twenty
the princess began to study
music students. my siamese cat
and my dachsund, or even a lessons in military strategy, for
as everyone knows. a princess
pile of laundry, arc going to
keep me from going to my never knows when she might
have to kill a dragon for
next class.
breakfast.
. Carol Dixon

Exam Schedule

From Page I
Believing such a project
would be tedious to execute if
too
pre designed,
Professor
McKinnell. states much of the
interest and appeal of the
completed pattern will stem
from spontaneous
touches
added during
the actual
painting: "A lot of it will be
getting
there
and getting
inspired on the spot."

_

Center

restraint.
The set is a Iypical New York bachelor's apartment of Ihe
fifties, complete down to its Marilyn Monroe pinups
Bravo.
those who designed and those who buill. The Sinatra preludes and
entractes are perfect mood setters: what is more fifties than 'ole
Blue Eyes' singing such hits as "Witchcraft", "I Got the Worldon
a String", and, yes indeed, 'The Tender Trap".
Thanks toMr.Suchowcrand the entire Masqucrs ensemble for a
stroll down memury lane, and for a second annual enjoyable
Summer Theater.

Busbee
For
Governor

send mail orders

413Y>S. Mill Ave.
Tempe, Arizona 85281
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Paid for by Ronny George, Carol Dixon
and George Langford
.

